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When I WAs InvITed To curATe the 40th 
anniversary installment of the Tendens-
er ikke bryt ord series at Galleri F15, I 
immediately spotted my chance to do 
something I’d been wanting to try. I’ll ad-
mit right off that part of my reaction had 
to do with curating for an institution far 
from home, a plane trip away from most 
of my professional colleagues. Tender-
ness is, for me, a very personal project: 
a show with my heart openly displayed 
on its sleeve. This is something I simply 
have never tried before. I have dropped 
my usual guard, and to be as honest as 
I can be about what moves me. usually, 
curators indicate what they think is 
“interesting” from a position of olympian 
detachment, and I would include myself 
in that generalization. Just this once, I 
wanted to give in to romanticism. 

Beyond the curiosity of trying something 
new, I had a few particular reasons to 
make a show about tenderness. When I 
got the invitation from Galleri F 15, back 

in 2011, I’d just finished curating a major 
exhibition about Postmodernism. That 
meant spending four years with the 
chilly ironies and strident exaggerations 
of the 1980s. There was scarcely a deep-
ly felt object in sight. By the end of it, I 
was desperate to think about art that 
was more yielding, and more earnestly 
inviting.

Then there was my gradual intellectual 
rapprochement with the Arts and Crafts 
Movement. This episode in craft history 
had always functioned for me as a sort 
of obstacle course – an impressive array 
of positions that I could try to critique, 
evade and subvert. Though I have been 
a specialist on craft for a long time, I 
have never simply been “for” it. In this 
sense, I have consciously departed from 
the example of figures like John ruskin, 
who thought of hand skill as a remedy 
for the ails of modern life, finding in it an 
affective quality (that is, an expression 
of deep humanness) which was depress-

ingly lacking in factory spaces and the 
mass produced objects made in them. I 
have similarly positioned myself against 
William Morris, who articulated a social 
project based on craft and the ‘joy in 
labour’ it supposedly engendered.

While according these great figures the 
respect they deserve, I have always 
been motivated to explore the other 
things craft has been and can be. I have 
often employed deconstructive and 
feminist strategies, which help to show 
how craft ‘works’ as a negative image, 
a site of strategic repression within fine 
art and other areas of dominant culture. 
equally, I have been attracted to argu-
ments that contradict ruskin and Morris’ 
accounts of modern production. I have 
tended to stress the work of industrial 
artisans, who were more or less ignored 
by Arts and Crafts idealists, and also to 
point out the laborious and exploitative 
aspects of supposedly joyful production. 
When Galleri F 15 came calling, I was in 
the midst of writing a new book called 
The Invention of Craft which sets out 
this revisionist case. Its last chapter 
is an analysis of the ‘memory work’ of 
the Arts and Crafts Movement, which 
discusses its omissions and displace-
ments as symptoms of the trauma of 
modernity.

With all that going on in my head, a show 
on Tenderness began to feel like a down-

right obligation. After all, no amount of 
theorization or historical argument will 
change the fact that craft is indeed 
‘affective’ and, often, brings joy to the 
world. People feel deeply about craft, its 
humane qualities, its poignancy. I have 
always known this, and have never been 
immune to the feeling myself; many is 
the time a handmade pot has stirred my 
soul. The fact that I can contextualize 
this response, seeing in it a deep-seated 
cultural training dating back to the nine-
teenth century, doesn’t do away with 
the instinct.

And so, in this project, I decided finally 
to face up to my own private feelings 
about craft – as opposed to my public 
thoughts about it. Though I might have 
done this anywhere, the stipulation that 
I could include only artists from nordic 
countries helped me a great deal. From 
the outside perspective of an American 
living in the uk, the politics of generosity 
in this part of the world seem nearly uto-
pian; and the ‘soft modernism’ of scan-
dinavian design seems a visualization 
of that state of affairs. I was interested 
to test these superficial stereotypes (I 
realize that is all they are) against the 
reality of contemporary production. 

In accepting the commission to curate 
the show, I knew that I had always been 
given the warmest of welcomes from 
colleagues here in scandinavia – at 
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institutions like the Gustavsberg 
konsthall and IAsPIs in sweden, the kun-
stindustrimuseum in denmark, and in art 
schools and museums in norway itself 
– and that I had several dear friends who 
are craft artists from this part of the 
world. I make no apology for including 
the work of people that I care about. For 
me, that is all part of the story of the 
show.

In the end, I learned a great deal about 
tenderness from these friends, and the 
other artists whom I met while working 
on the project. To be perfectly frank, I 
was ready to relent on my usual critical 
faculties to get the emotional tone that I 
wanted. In practice, that was completely 
unnecessary. once I had opened myself 
up to the full range of emotions con-
tained in these artists’ works, I discov-
ered how rich and complex the possibil-
ities could be. In the exhibition you see 
tenderness given a range of material ex-
pression: the delicacy of certain forms, 
materials, and colors (quite a bit of pink); 
images of youth giving way to age; the 
way that attention can catch on a stray 
object and linger there. Craft is present 
throughout, though not in the way some 
viewers might expect. I have included 
a painting (admittedly, an immaculate-
ly skillful one), photographs (in which 
handmade jewellery and garments are 
used as props), film, sound, and scent as 
part of the scenography. My hope is that 

visitors will experience craft not a set 
of particular disciplines, but more as a 
gentle ambiance pervading the exhibition 
space.

A final ingredient in the project is the 
site, Galleri F 15 itself. even someone 
who has never visited before will immedi-
ately grasp that this beautiful estate is 
saturated with memories. some of these 
date back centuries and seem to have 
settled in the corners of the galleries, 
with their ancient ceramic ovens. other 
memories have accumulated since the 
building opened as a public gallery in 
1966. And of course, the previous 39 
exhibitions in the Tendenser series also 
populate these rooms as a presiding 
host of benevolent ghosts. I hope that 
Tenderness does some justice to that 
past. For me, it serves as an affirmation 
that craft is, when all is said and done, 
very much worthy of my love as I move 
into the future.

FebruAry 2013
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Tendenser Is An exhIbITIon that is well 
known both by craftsmen, artists and 
the public. since the start in 1971, the 
exhibition has developed to become a 
respected and popular series of displays 
at Gallery F 15. The series show the 
development in the special field and the 
changes in norwegian Craftsmen’s (nk) 
definition of craft from the 1970s and up 
until today. This is a development of the 
concept from applied art to handicraft, 
and a balance between artistic con-
tent, intimacy and understanding of the 
material and the dimension of applied art. 
Tendenser has from the start focused on 
norwegian and nordic applied art.

In the beginning of the Tendenser series, 
Gallery F 15 invited to “the applied art 
exhibition Tendenser”. This formulation 
illustrates the change in the way the 
exhibition is displayed, first and foremost 
because of the changes in the special 
field. In the lists of works from the ear-
liest exhibitions it appears how row upon 

row with cups and dishes, glasses and 
scarves, and sometimes more sculptural 
objects was presented. We also retrieve 
the great pioneers within the develop-
ment of handicraft on Tendenser’s lists 
of works. These are craftsmen who have 
been central in the development of te-
chnique and material, as well as regards 
content. Yngvild Fagerheim is one of 
these. she is also one of those who have 
been absolutely central in the debate 
concerning the relationship between 
applied art and contemporary art today.
In the 1970s there also was a close 
connection between the professional 
struggle and the feminist movement. 
The students at statens håndverks og 
kunstindustriskole (shks) was wel-
comed to the study with an attitude 
saying that very few of them would be 
practicing artists, but you will at least 
create many beautiful homes in Norway1. 
These attitudes were met with resistan-
ce within the environment; a struggle to 
raise the status of the field, and at the 

same time to get the applied art in to the 
private homes and thus make the trade 
a possible livelihood. In this connection it 
is important to see the Tendenser series 
as a possibility for many to get a name 
among the larger public. The period was 
also characterized by a change in menta-
lity, and applied art was seen as a “more 
humane” alternative to the mass-produ-
ced everyday objects from the industry. 
This thematic was debated at seminars 
arranged by Gallery F 15.

Late in the 1970s and onwards in the 
1980s one has a fortification of the 
development in the Tendenser exhibiti-
on. It had established a position among 
the craftsmen, and not least among the 
public. In these years, the series show 
a balance between utility articles and 
more sculptural objects, while the explo-
ration of ideas and material is central 
throughout.
Further beyond the 1980s and 1990s, 
the professional discussion is provided 

by a new element that we recognize 
from the art scene of today, namely 
that one invites a curator to curate the 
exhibition. The idea behind drawing in a 
curator is to get a more periphrastic and 
pointed thematic for the exhibition and 
further a foundation for communication 
with the public.

Tendenser has also in the last years 
maintained this nearness to new ten-
dencies within the applied art, and the 
exhibition series is worth a study to 
understand the development in the field 
from 1970 and up until today.

LITTerATure
Toyomasu, Mette Grieg: Fra brukskunst 
til kunsthåndverk, en fagpolitisk 
opprydning, universitetet i oslo, 1997

norsk kunsthistorie bd 7: Anniken Thue: 
kunsthåndverket 1940-1980, s. 390 – 420

1 norges kunsthistorie bind 7, Anniken Thue: 
kunsthåndverket 1940-1980, s. 391
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GunneL WåhLsTrAnd

The idea of curating a show called 
Tenderness came to me when I was 
looking at Gunnel Wåhlstrand’s double 
portrait By the Window, executed in a de-
licate ink wash. Based on a family photo, 
it shows Wåhlstrand’s father and aunt 
when they were children, sitting reading 
together, bathed in sunshine. There is 
an undertow of melancholy in the work, 
which registered for me even before I 
learned of her father’s later, premature 
death. For me, the painting is an emblem 
for the show, an artwork that stands 
for the persistence of tenderness in the 
face of sadness and loss. 

MArIe TorbensdATTer 
herMAnn

Marie and I have been friends for many 
years, going back to her time in London 
as a student at the royal College of Art. 
I have always found her work inexpres-
sibly touching, partly because her own 
nuanced touch is so deftly imprinted 
into the surface of her objects. For this 
show, she has created an environment 
of small sculptures standing on plinths, 
which seems to me a miniature city-
scape: a place for the mind to wander. 

MIA e GörAnsson

I have asked Mia to populate the spaces 
of the Galleri F 15 with alien flowers, 
blush pink in color. They are like gifts 
given to the other artists on display 
in recognition of their achievements. 
Gently formed but fashioned from hard 
ceramic, they will never wilt or die.

KArInA nøKLeby 
PresTTun

It takes karina months to execute one of 
her appliqué portraits, most of which fe-
ature her own young (male) friends dres-
sed in outlandish feathered costumes, 
as if in the dying stages of a costumed 
ball. despite her painstaking technique, 
they retain the freshness and immediacy 
of the original photographs that she 
uses as the basis for her works.

By The Window, 2003-2004, by Gunnel Wahlstrand. 
Private Collection. Photo Björn Larsson

untiteled #4, stoneware, wood and thread. 
Photo by Tim ThayerAbout Pink. Photo Mia e. Göransson Lars-Magnus



PernILLe brAun

Perhaps, like me, you learned as child 
that ‘solid’ glass is actually a liquid – just 
a very, very slowly moving one. Though 
they are actually made in a kiln using 
carefully controlled heat, Pernille’s works 
seem to demonstrate this strange fact. 
The ones she has contributed to Ten-
derness pour down the walls, a flood of 
crystalline tears. 

FredrIK InGeMAnsson

on a visit to konstfack in stockholm last 
year, I had the chance to hang out a bit 
with Fredrik. Together in his office, we 
watched his YouTube video series ‘Friday 
Techniques,’ which he posts weekly. 
They show him inventively forming metal 
with every conceivable tool. For Ten-
derness he made a small silver cup, the 
product of many hours of careful attenti-
on. It stands in a narrow pool of light, 
accompanied by a charming film showing 
how it was made. 

nIcoLAs chenG And 
beATrIce brovIA

There is surpassing beauty in the 
strange handwrought objects that nico-
las and Beatrice make together. In the 
exhibition, they lie in assorted groups on 
shoals of carved foam, as if washed up 
on some unseen shore. In 2012 I visited 
them in their small house and studio in 
the suburbs of stockholm – a memorably 
inviting place for equally memorable and 
inviting work to be made.

cAroLIne sLoTTe

At first, Caroline’s installation might 
seem like bits of detritus, smashed-up 
antiques and discarded knick-knacks, 
all lying about the room. But then you 
notice the care with which it has been 
installed, and, looking more closely still, 
the quiet purpose with which the obje-
cts’ surface effects have been realized. 
This is serious work that comes straight 
from the heart – memories of home, 
of previous generations, and even of 
memory itself.  

From the series Landscape Multiple (detail), 2013
reworked second hand ceramics
Photo Caroline slotte silver bowl and fiml about the process

Circles & squares. 
Photo dorte krogh Conversation Piece-on the doorway



hAnnA hedMAn And 
sAnnA LIndberG
MAjA Gunn
MIro sAzdIc LöWsTedT

The narrative culmination of Tenderness 
is a collection of photographs which 
chart the arc of human life. 

We begin with the innocence of child-
hood, with hanna’s stunningly beautiful 
portrait, made together with photograp-
her sanna Lindberg. Though it could be 
taken as a ‘fashion shot’ for hanna’s 
jewelry, it also operates as an image of 
hope. 

The labile transformations of adulthood 
are the subject of Maja’s photos, for 
which persuaded an initially reluctant 

young man to cross-dress, and then 
documented the process by which he 
became acclimated to his new attire. In 
the series we can feel the emergence of 
a new self. 

Finally, to a portrait of the settled, 
implacable certainty of old age. now the 
handmade adornment seems more like 
a bandage or a burden, but in the 
straightforward gaze that Miro has 
captured in her subject, there is 
something like wisdom. It is a fitting 
conclusion to our sentimental journey.

hanna hedmann Jewellery / sanna Lindberg Photo
What you tell is not always what you have experienced

Maja Gunn. If you were a girl I would love you even more.

Miro sazdic Löwstedt. Phantom Limb
Foto staffan Löwstedt

About Pink. Photo M
ia e G

öransson
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